
FILLING STATION BUSINESS PLAN IN NIGERIA AFRICA

This sample Petrol Station Business Plan in Nigeria can be used for Grant To be the leading petrol station provider in
Nigeria and the West African sub region.

The project offers good investment benefit. Nigerians and people everywhere use petroleum products as a fuel
in their automobiles, generating sets, industrial plants and for cooking purposes, thus making petroleum
products an essential commodity that is needed for the daily operations of individual, industrial and national
activities. Your floor must be hardcore concrete to resist the pressure from these vehicles. Storage tanks: After
acquiring your property, before you fill the land if necessary, you will sink your underground storage tank.
Standby Generator 25kva to 60kva : we all know that the power supply in Nigeria is erratic, so need for a
steady power supply to power your pumps. The Golden Hind started as a 28ft 6inch, single chine cruiser.
Customer satisfaction. The Engineers should handle that, but you will need: A Bungalow How big or small is
entirely your choice depending on the space available and what else you want to add. The Vision To become a
major petroleum products marketer and a household name in the sub-sector in the South-South and South-East
Nigeria. Autonomous gas station or independent oil marketer is a filling station that is ran under the business
name its initiator. Then, you need bigger bungalow. The builder was Hartwells, The furniture company that
turned their hands, very successfully, to boatbuilding, they had been building Eventide 24's and 26's for a few
years. Outstanding customer service. This will be able to afford enough space for vehicles to queue and make
exit turns. Mobil has a lot of petrol filling stations across many states in Nigeria. One of the essentials for
acquiring your permit of working a Petrol filling station business is your endorsement of Operation with the
Cooperate Affairs Commission of Nigeria CAC and Request for Quotation. The Company When you visit
PATILAD Petrol Station, located in Dutse district of Abuja, plot 7, you will meet our team of highly-trained,
knowledgeable petrol station attendants who are ready to give you first class treatment and excellence in
customer service. Carefully negotiate price for good landed property, the prices varies from places to places
and locations to locations, no specific price could be placed on that here. Usually, petrol storage tank is bigger
because it sells faster and you will to stock large amount of it. As far as petrol station is concerned, power
supply is non stop throughout the the day, even when the business is closed for the day. Besides, standby
generator is one of the requirement for approval. This business needs a know-how and detailed local
knowledge as to run it successful. I recommend that you go for high volume tank, like the 45, and the 60, litres
if you intend to be storing extra fuel. Step 4. Our mission is to provide professional auto repair, maintenance
services and other auto repair related services in a one-stop location. Please Read on â€” Petrol station is an
outlet or depot that procure refined petroleum products Premium Motor Spirit PMS , also called petrol;
Automated Gas Oil AGO known as diesel; kerosene; and household gas in bulk, stores it, and resell by use of
pump to customers. Their stringent quality control starts with using only the finest ingredients from quality
certified suppliers. The level of demand for the service is quite high by virtue of the fact that Bayelsa is a fast
growing State. Since vehicles cannot move without petroleum, therefore, petrol business becomes a good
business to operate. The business of constructing a fuel station is very expensive; however, one with the actual
knowledge of how to manage it makes enough profit at the end of every business cycle. This is because doing
this at the very early stage is like mapping out a business plan which will contain various details and strategies
to be employed by the intending marketer. Their customers include food markets, offices and supermarkets.
The Factories, Businesses, Schools, Hospitals, in fact everything in Nigeria depends of power generated
privately from petroleum products consuming sets. It is good to start off with the original product so as to
attract and maintain your customers. Movement of petroleum products on your own from the depots to your
filling stations involves many risks, accidents, fire, extortion, and cost. To offer high-quality services at
reasonable prices. Closeness to a busy area like motor park, round about, or market is a plus so that vehicles
engaging in commercial activities in those area could easily branch and make use of your fuel station to have
their tank refilled. Hard-core Concrete: It is known that a filling station would be frequented by many cars and
vehicles for a long period of time. Supervisor: he is the next in line to the manager, he is charged with the
smooth operation of the filling station. Oil Pumps: A standard filling station has about 6 oil pumps which are
used to sell fuel to prospective buyers. Achieve healthy earnings in the first year of operation. This will be able
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to afford enough space for vehicles to queue and make exit turns.


